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All Document Reader & Viewer: Read all PDF Files, Word, Excel, PPT and other Documents
Are you wondering which is an excellent Document app to help you read all of your files? Please take a look at our Document Reader: PDF Viewer because it definitely can serve your need!

For more details, the Document Reader: PDF Viewer helps users view a wide range of documents, ranging from Sheet Document, Word Document, Slide Document, PDF Document, XLS Document, TXT Document, PUB Document, RAR Document, RIP Document, PPT Document, and others.

That is to say, the Document app aids users in opening and reading all of the files on their Android smartphone. Plus, with the small size, around 29M, Document Reader: PDF Viewer is expected to use less space to run smoothly than usual.

For this reason, the light and straightforward Document app would be helpful if you only want to read the files. However, the Document Reader speed might be lower than expected when you want to do other heavy document actions such as editing.

To improve Document Reader performance and eliminate the annoying Document Reader ads, think about purchasing the premium Document Reader version. 

Not only is the Document Reader operating speed is improved, but you can also get access to the most updated features of the Document Reader.

Best Features Of Document Reader: PDF Viewer
â˜… Document Reader/ Office Document Viewer
From the usersâ€™ benefits, our experienced developers mostly put focus on enhancing the document reader/document viewer features of the Document Reader.

That means you can open and read various files and folders, namely sheet, word, slide, ZIP, RAR, PDF, XLS, and others.

Then, you would not be irritated with downloading so many apps and opening them on complex platforms for just the reading purpose.

â˜… The Office Word and PDF Viewer
Whether a college student or an office worker, document and PDF files always play an essential role in your daily work.

Then, utilizing the Document Reader to do the day-by-day activities. For example, Document Reader allows users to read PDF newspapers, watch PDF Business invoices, read traveling tickets, notes from your classrooms, and others.

Then, manage those PDFs easily with the Document Reader: PDF Viewer.

â˜… Manage Documents, Excel, PDF, Doc Files
Do you have many files to store and are confused with managing them?

The Document Reader: PDF Viewer would help you collect them, converting different folders and files. You can look at them all on a single Document Reader screen. Sort them by types, names, sizes, and dates with Document Reader quickly.

Suppose you want to look for a specific file on the Document Reader: PDF Viewer, tap on the "Click" icon lying on the above-left corner of the screen. Entering the file's name, you want to search to see the Document Reader: PDF Viewer result in a second.

Besides, the Document Reader allows users to upload the document and file from the SD cards' internal memory, the downloading sources, and even email attachments.

Managing tons of documents seems to have never been more accessible with Document Reader: PDF Viewer.

â˜… Taking Docs and Document screenshots
While reading a determined Document Reader file, some of you might want to take a screenshot of the crucial information.

Document Reader: PDF Viewer allows you to do that with the capturing photo function. 

Users can also draw on the Document Reader pictures to fit their demands.

â˜… Sharing Document/ Word Document
If you want to collaborate and share the Document files with other groups and your friends, Share features would help. 

More than that, with the Document permission management, you can keep track of the people who are reading your documents.

â˜… Mark Essential Documents and Word Document free
The Document Reader: PDF Viewer allows users to mark any documents and watch the recent files quickly as well as document - scanner.
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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February 13, 2024
Running even in cheap android phones , Few commercial advertisements , Automatic download.
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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July 14, 2023
I downloaded the app to view file my other PDF reader could not access. When I used this app I was able to access the files.
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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August 5, 2022
Nice, only on my phone the icon was not properly displayed. It's displaying Android green icon only.
9 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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Increase page rendering speed
Fixed some bugs
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